OUR LADY & ST. EDWARDS CATHOLIC PRIMARY & NURSERY VOLUNTARY ACADEMY
HALF TERM FORECAST: Advent 2

TEACHER: Miss Henshaw & Mrs Chyla

YEAR GROUP: 1

Reading material this half term: Meerkat Mail and The Day the Crayons Quit
Date

WEEK 1
5th November

WEEK2
12th November

WEEK 3
19th November

WEEK 4
26th November

WEEK 5
3rd December

WEEK 6
10th December
Book week

ENGLISH
Learning focus:

Christmas activities
How can I write a
letter?

Text:

How can I write a
letter?
Meerkat Mail

How can I write a
letter?
Meerkat Mail

conjunctions

conjunctions

Meerkat Mail
SPAG:

How can I write a
letter?
The day the crayons
quit

conjunctions

Using a number line in
subtraction sums

How can I write a letter? How can I write a letter to
Santa?
instructions
verbs

verbs

MATHS

WEEK 7
17th December

Reading comprehension
assessment

adverbs

Count forwards and
Count one more and Comparing numbers Order groups of objects,
backwards and write one less from any given
by solving
using some addition and Consolodation/assessment Christmas activities .
numbers to 20 in
number.
statements using
subtraction problems.
Shapes – 3D and 2D
numerals and words.
Compare groups of
both addition and
Order numbers.
completeing patterns, Numbers from 11 to 20 objects, using >, <, and
subtraction.
using different shapes
Tens and ones.
=.
and sorting different
shapes
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SCIENCE

How can I identify
different weather
types?

GEOGRAPHY

Wow starter –
What do we mean by a
hot or cold climate?

How is the weather
different in different
countries? Why?

Art/D&T

How can I
create my own firework
picture?

How can I create a
picture of a hot
climate?

How can I create a
picture of a cold
climate?

Firework pictures

Teach a monster to
read

Twinkl phonics

IT/Computing

PE
L.O 1 – Can children use
2 lesson2
teaching points to keep
covered in PPA the ball close & under
and NQT time
control

FRENCH
PPA COVER

RE

How does the weather How can I understand a
impact us?
weather forecast?

L.O 2 – Can children
use knowledge of
technique to suggest
ways for peer’s to
improve

TEACHER: Miss Henshaw & Mrs Chyla
How can I explore
the effects of
extreme weather?

How can I find a place Are there any places
on a map?
we cannot live
because of climate?

What is the difference
between weather and
climate?

What is the difference
between the seasons?

Christmas activities

What is the difference
between weather and
climate?

Why do we have different
seasons?

Christmas activities

How can I design How can I create shoes How can I show where Christmas activities
for a penguin?
a coat for a polar
something is on a
bear?
map, creatively?
I can give instructions to a
programme to make it
move.

How to stay safe
online
L.O 1 – Can children use L.O 2 – Can children L.O 1 – Can children use
teaching points to pass
use knowledge of teaching points to shoot
effectively
technique to suggest effectively
ways for peer’s to
improve

* greet and say
* ask how someone is * count numbers 1–20
* say your age
goodbye to someone
and respond to the
* say the alphabet in
* ask someone’s name
same question
French
I can recognise and talk I can recognise and
about the times when it describe some ways in
is necessary to
which I can show my
wait.
love during Advent.

I can recognise and
begin to retell some
parts for the
Annunciation story.
I can recognise and

YEAR GROUP: 1

* spell out your name
using the French
alphabet

L.O 2 – Can children use
knowledge of technique to
suggest ways for peer’s to
improve

* introduce family
members using 3rd person
verbs. He is called/she is
called.

I recognise the
I can recognise the
Consolodation of Advent
Nativity story and
Christingle story and
learning
begin to retell parts describe the meaning of
of it.
some of this.

Christmas nativity .
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I can recognise and
begin to describe some
parts of the Advent
wreath.
SPECIAL
EVENTS

Rememberance Sunday
Mass – 9th November
(all welcome)

Judaism Week

TEACHER: Miss Henshaw & Mrs Chyla

YEAR GROUP: 1

begin to retell the
Visitation story.

Christmas Fair – 14th
December

